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Subject: Re: (Fwd: (Fwd: message problems]] 
Date: Tue, 13 Jul 2004 12:27:25 +0100 

From: ,.Adrian Leftwich" <al23@york.ac.uk> 
To: "Magnus GWlther" <ma&'llus@intranetca> 

CC: "adrian Leftwich" <al23@york.ac.uk.> 

You ' re right about the class identification in revolutionary situations - I 
was not clear. I meant ethnic, religious, cultural dominant groups . People 
move across class barriers more easily - within the same culture . 

The problem of identification is a huge one . For a start we were not black; 
we seldom spoke any of tbe major African languages; our broad cultural 
orientation was European in the continental sense; our reliqions, where we 
had them, were of Europen provenance; and we were not oppressed in any 
material sense, or political sense ; our domestic and kinship cultures were 
different - and so on . The really tough question thus is this : whose 
struggle was/is it? I can see where the PAC and so.me Africanist bits of the 
ANC were coming from . And I ' m pushing the argument to extremes to make the 
point . Empirically, how many whites , of the q million to 1990, went the 
distance and became involved fully to the extent of, in effect, giving 
their/our lives over to it? About 100? 200? More? Less? 50? 

I ' m not arguing that the fight for democracy or equality was wrong - on the 
contrary . My question is could whites identify in full and participate in 
full with the struggle? Could they be part of a movement or only helpers? 

Why did so many liberal/radical white people leave? Rational choice theory 
would predict that the costs of staying were higher than the benefits of 
leaving . Few blacks had thac option . I dont like these issues but in 
retrospect they need to be faced . 

I ' m truly sorry about Neville. I think you are righc : any threat or quiver 
of jealousy in hilll gets amplified . I can ' t see why he ' d see your article as 
a threat? I suppose the fact that he was not actually IN IT makes him feel 
an outsider, so he needs to put the whole operation down as rubbish. Oh 
dear . 

Be well 

Best 

Adrian 

PS 1 Have you heard of a Toronto tv docuemnatry maker called Naomi Wise? 
2 . Did you ever get a responsefrom Lynn? 
- - - -- Original Message-----
From: "Magnus Gunther" <magnus@intranet . ca> 
To: "A Leftwich " <al23@york. ac . uk> 
Sent : Monday, July 12 , 2004 9 : 45 PM 
Subject: Re : [Fwd: [Fwd : message problemsJJ 

> Dear Adrian, 
> Yes this is a difficult question--the issue of whites identifying with a 
> black struggle etc Altho the CP did it quite sucessfully. And the ANC was 
> receptive- -after all Slovo did become Chief of Staff of Umkhonto . Without 
> the CP, white and black , the A.NC would have remained an organisational 
> shambles . The ANC solved the probelm with tbe artificial and rather boqus 
> seperation of white and black into seperate organisations, at least until 
> Morogoro . So , yes some seperaton had for tactical or theoretical reasons 
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had 
> to be made. 
> I wonder if this is any different from middle class people who supported 
> communist movements and who (especially intellectuals) were regarded with 
> suspicion once the revolucion had suceeded eg China at various times on a 
> massive scale. Also various purges in E Europe like Czechslovakia and 
Poland 
> in the 5Os--where the main target we.re people of ypour "orientation" !! No 
> doubt all bourgeois in background . 
> I not sure this qets us much further at this point i:Jut amany thanks for 
your 
> continuerd willingness to talk to me about all this . Ill have to look at 
> the NUSAS docs of the 8Os which became quite dogmatic about the role of 
> whites in the struggle. 
> Your papers, particularly one of them on NCL tactics were not bad at all . 
> You ae too hard on your self. 
> Neville . What can I say. I was very sad. But he can be impossible ( read 
> madly neurotic) when he becomes envious and feels threatened which in this 
> case I think he was . So I certainly dont miss him any more. 
> 
> Re the book . I havent received a copy yec . Its edited by South African 
> Democracy and Education Trust . (SADET), Pub by Zebra Press . Title : The 
Road 
> to Democracy in South Africa, Vol 1 1960-1970. Was launched on June 28th I 
> believe by Pres M himself. 
> 
> Keep well 
> 
> Magnus 
> 

> A Leftwich wrote: 
> 
> > Dear Mag 
> > 
> > Yep, the message opened but funny form - do you use Word? 
> > 
> > By t.lie way WHERE and rtWEN is the article due out? Please let. me know or, 
>>at least send me an off-print! 
> > 
> > 1 I think it was just tone and implication about the ter.z:o.rism 
>>point . Given it ' s resonance today, the meaning may be misconstrued. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 

2 I also find it hard to deal -with that issue that we were in it 
but noc of it. I 'm t.rying to think it through . It was true in a general 
sense of whites - true by definition . We were not oppressed, exploited 
excluded. That ' s the first point . So we were not fighting for our own 
liberation in that sense . We could not be. So it was a fi ght against 
injustice of which we were not the direct victims. I think that 
socio-psychological context must have made a difference. So I only have 
questions - why did so many .libera.ls and liberalish people leave? I 
nearly did, Hugh nearly did - many others Neville , Shula Marks the Wits 
mob (Laurie , M3rtin B . etc) , plus countles s others, left . Some CP people, 
too, but not generally as many. I think, like religious people, they had 
a deeper ideological commitment . Was our s of that intensity? 

>>I can ' t think of another case historically when members of an 
>>objectively dominant class{~~ites in this case) identified ~0th members 
>>and the cause of another dominated class, can you? So sociologically, it 
>>would be surprising. It is even more surprJsJng when those of the 
>>dominant class nave so many cultural - linguistic links with other 
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>>countries and covld so easily 'relocate' (canada, UK, USA, Australia} 
>>and, in our cases, did. 
> .> 
> > It ' s HARD to think through because of the .implications, but I think 
> > chere ' s something there that needs thac difficult thought . 
> > 
> > On the social democracy issue, I just don ' t think there was enough 
>>discussion or understanding of the whole corpus of theory and 
>>understanding about state-economy relationships, problems of collective 
> > choice a11d the L·elationship between politics and economics . Hutt ' s book 
>>was not properly understood (by me, at least) and yet ic made powerful 
> > points about the irr:ationali ty of apartheid, econo1r.ically (he was an 
>>early neoliberal) . We never ever got into that stuff - who was there to 
> > teach us? Apart f.ro.m Jack Simons at UCT (and he ran the marxist study 
>>groups) who was there of the intellectual standing, in political science 
> > or political. economy, to teach us? The liberals, like Terrence , were a.11 
> > highl.y normative in approacjh , not analytical or explanatory. I don ' t 
> > think much of my writings then at all - clumsy half-cock views which may 
>>have stumbled on some good poiints , but not by design or intent! As 
> > Stevie Wonder used to say: "If you believe in something you don ' t 
> > understand you really suffer" Right on Stevie boy! 
> > 
>>Sorry to hear about Rose . Never heard that rumour of her. What ' s the 
>>Stockholm syndrome?! 
> > 
>>I don ' t understand Neville. I find it hard to grasp the intensity of his 
> > venom . Perhaps against me (but why so vicious - he was way out of it , 
>>recruited us and left , made no sacrifices}, but. why you? It feels very 
>>infantile, to be honest . Don ' t get your knickers in a twist about him. 
>>He needs therapy! ! 
> > 
> > Be well 
> > 
>>Best 
> > 
> > Adrian 
>> -----Original Message-----
> > From: Magnus Gunthe.r [mailto:mag1ws@intranet.ca ] 
>>Sent: 07 July 2004 21 : 46 
> > To : Adrian Lefti.rich 
>>Subject : [Fwd: {Fwd; message problems}} 
> > 
>>Sorry A I sent rr.his to myself by mistake hence forwarding it to you as 
>>an attachment. Let me know if there ' s a problem opening it? Magnus 
.> 
> 
> 
> 
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